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Evolution rapidly transforms our environment



How to study evolution in real time?



Laboratory evolution with microbes

Rapid cellular division

Large population

Freeze  



Laboratory evolution with microbes



Directed protein evolution



Biotech and industrial applications of directed evolution



Pros and contras

Microbial evolution in the lab: 

Changes across the whole genome 

Slow

Directed protein evolution: 

Typically a single protein 

Rapid



How to study evolution of multi gene systems?

Gene networks Protein complexes



(Bacterial) genome engineering

Minimization Editing

Synthesis



Goals

New biofuels, chemicals and drugs

Microbiome engineering

Novel strategies against antibiotic resistant pathogens

Rewiring of the genetic code 



Genome reduction 

György Pósfai



Genome reduction 

Transposons

Horizontally acquired genes

Non-essential cellular processes

More stable genome, slow evolution

useful for biotechnology 



Loss of 21% of the genes and still viable. Why?

Redundant elements Function in diverse conditions



Large variation in genome size across bacterial species

Escherichia coli: ~4000 genes Mycoplasma sp ~500-600 genes 



Bacterial genome engineering

Minimization Editing

Synthesis



Multiplex automated genome engineering

Design: DNA oligos encode the 

desired modifications

Electroporation: Bacterial cells 

are targeted with the DNA oligo 

pool

Cellular growth

Large, genetically diverse 

population at multiple loci

Geo Church and colleagues



Metabolic engineering: Lycopene production in E. coli 

~40 genetic modifications

3 days 

1000 $



Recoding the genetic code 



Accelerated evolution 



Advantages:

Target multiple loci simultaneously, rapid and cost-effective

Limitations:

Substantial off-target mutagenesis 

Extensive modifications of the host needed prior to genome editing

Applicable to a few model organisms only

Multiplex automated genome engineering





Why important? 

1) More precise genome modifications

2) Biotechnological applications on new species 

3) Study key issues in antibiotic resistance



Are the effects of resistance mutations conserved across pathogenic species? 



Map of collateral sensitivity

Nodes: Drug

Links: evolution of 

resistance to drug A 

increases susceptibility to 

drug B  



Efficient antibiotic combinations





Certain mutations cause collateral sensitivity in pathogen A. 

Same holds in pathogen B and C?
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